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RENEWAL OF THE SAFETY LIGHT CORPORATION LICENSES AT
BLOOMSBURG, PENNSYLVANIA

To request Commission approval of the Staff's proposal to renew the Safety Light
Corporation licenses and grant an exemption to the requirements of
10 CFR 30.35

SUMMARY:

In 1995, the staff renewed Safety Light Corporation's (SLC) byproduct material licenses through
a Settlement Agreement reached after a protracted legal struggle and negotiations. The
licenses expire on December 31, 1999. The Settlement Agreement states that the licenses
cannot be renewed unless the licensee has adequate financial assurance or the Commission
grants a further exemption from the requirements of 10 CFR 30.35. In its license renewal
application, Safety Light Corporation requested this exemption based on its inability to meet the
requirements of 10 CFR 30.35. This paper presents two options regarding renewal of the
licenses for the Commission's consideration and, for the reasons presented below, recommends
renewal of the licenses for a five year period subject to certain conditions.'

1The staff submits this paper and recommendation in order to obtain the Commission's general views on, or objections
to, the concepts and recommendations discussed in this paper. This is intended to be without prejudice to a Commission decision
on the merits of these issues should there ultimately be a hearing on these matters.
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BACKGROUND:

The SLC site is listed on the Site Decommissioning Management Plan (SDMP) and is located in
Northeastern Pennsylvania, approximately five miles east of Bloomsburg, PA. The ten acre site
is located on a flood plain along the north bank of the Susquehanna River. The site is bounded
on the north by the Old Berwick Road, on the south by the Susquehanna River, and on the east
and west by residential properties. There are approximately 16 buildings on site, some
constructed in the 1940s and others constructed in the 1960s. Some of the older buildings are
abandoned and in a state of disrepair with broken windows and collapsed roofs. The site also
contains open areas and two lagoons which were used for radioactive waste disposal. Soil,
groundwater, buildings and equipment at the SLC site are contaminated with several
radionuclides from past operations. Tritium contamination is also present at the site from
current licensed activities, which consist primarily of the manufacture of self-luminous signs
using tritium under License No. 37-00030-08. On site exposure rates average about
10-15 microRemlhr above background with areas of elevated readings ranging from
approximately 400 microRem/hr to 35 milliRem/hr. With the exception of tritium, all radioactive
contamination at the site resulted from activities which ceased in 1969, before the regulatory
requirements for financial assurance for decommissioning were codified.

The Safety Light Corporation has requested renewal of License Nos. 37-00030-02 and
37-00030-08 with an exemption from the financial assurance requirements of 10 CFR 30.35.
The licensee does not have adequate funds to decommission the site covered under the above
licenses for unrestricted use. The licenses will expire on December 31, 1999. The licenses
were renewed on January 31, 1995, for a five year period as a result of a Settlement Agreement
which the NRC entered into with SLC and USR Industries, USR Lighting Products, USR
Chemical Products, USR Metals, and U.S. Natural Resources, collectively referred to as WUSR
Companies", corporations that were formed as a result of the restructuring of the predecessor
company, United States Radium Corporation. The net effect of these corporate and name
changes, restructuring and ownership transfers, was to limit the liability of the "USR Companies"
and protect their corporate assets while SLC maintained an active license. The agreement was
arrived at after the licensee's original requests for renewal of the licenses were denied due to
the failure to satisfy 10 CFR 30.35.

Prior to the renewal of the SLC licenses in 1995, License No. 37-00030-02 had been in timely
renewal since February 1984 and License No. 37-00030-08 had been in timely renewal since
December 1987. The renewal of both licenses was denied by the NRC on February 7, 1992.
During this time period the NRC had attempted to resolve financial assurance and
decommissioning matters with the licensee. Additionally, the NRC staff was also involved in a
review of financial liability in order to determine which of the United States Radium Corporation
subsidiary companies were responsible for remediation of the Bloomsburg, PA site since the
United States Radium Corporation no longer existed as a corporate entity, but SLC and the
"USR Companies" were still in business. An Atomic Safety and Licensing Board (ASLB) Order
dated December 28, 1994, approved the Settlement Agreement. This Order was signed by the
President of SLC, the Chairman of the "USR Companies", and the then Director of NMSS.
Under the Settlement Agreement, the licensee was granted an exemption from the financial
assurance requirements of 10 CFR 30.35.
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The Settlement Agreement was entered into based on the limited information available to the
staff at that time and after a protracted legal struggle with the licensee. The legal issues
centered on financial liability of the former and current SLC holding companies. The issues
were resolved when the ASLB determined that both SLC and the "USR Companies" were
responsible parties regarding financial liability for the Bloomsburg site. At the time of the
Settlement Agreement, the cost of decommissioning was unknown since a comprehensive site
characterization had not been performed. The theory of the settlement was, in part, to assure
some funds were set aside while SLC completed site characterization and developed a specific
decommissioning plan upon which reliable cost estimates could be based. Accordingly, the
agreement called for SLC and USR Industries to make regular payments into an escrow account
over the term of the renewal and to complete site characterization. The results of.the
characterization and a site decommissioning and decontamination plan indicated a significant
shortfall between the available funds and the costs of site cleanup.

The Settlement Agreement also states that when the licenses expire on December 31, 1999,
they may not be renewed unless the licensee demonstrates that they can meet the financial
assurance requirements of 10 CFR 30.35 or the NRC grants an exemption from the
requirements. Therefore, this issue must be resolved prior to December 31, 1999, or the
licenses will automatically expire. SLC has complied with the conditions of the Settlement
Agreement, including monthly payments into a trust account for site maintenance and
remediation, active resolution of outstanding insurance claims, and performance of the site
characterization. In addition, SLC has prepared and submitted to the staff a Decommissioning
and Decontamination (D&D) plan for the Bloomsburg site as well as a Health and Safety plan
specific to remediation of the underground silos at the site. On September 29, 1999 the NRC
issued an amendment to License No. 37-00030-02 which permitted remediation activities of the
underground silos according to the licensee's D&D Plan and Health and Safety Plan. SLC
began remediation work on the underground silos in October 1999 with completion expected in
January 2000.

Additional background on the site and its radiological condition, the Settlement Agreement, and
a brief site history are contained in Attachments 1, 2, and 3.

DISCUSSION:

There are two options with regard to Safety Light's renewal applications: denial of the renewals,
or granting of the renewals along with an exemption from the requirements of 10 CFR 30.35.
Before discussing these options, it is important to note that as a practical matter it will become
increasingly difficult over time to find-and hold responsible the USR companies. The connection
between these successor companies and SLC will become weaker with time, as the corporate
entities change names, ownership, and management, lessening the probability that the agency
would be successful in holding these companies accountable. These matters are relevant
since, at the current rate of escrow payment, it will take a very long time (about 25 years) to
accumulate the funds necessary for site cleanup. Over this extended period, there is a strong
possibility that SLC will cease operating and the site will become a federal liability. The options
and their respective pros and cons are discussed below.
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Option 1 - Denial of the License Renewals

Under this option, the staff would deny the license renewals since the licensee does not have
the requisite financial assurance. The estimated cost to decommission the land, buildings and
facilities contaminated from previous operations and licensed under License No. 37-00030-02 is
approximately $14 million. The NRC has not performed an independent cost estimate based on
the License Termination Rule criteria and, therefore, there is some uncertainty that the actual
costs may be lower or higher than the estimate. The licensee presently has available
approximately $1.9 million for decommissioning. The significant difference between the funds
available for decommissioning and the estimated cost of decommissioning means that, should
the licensee go out of business, there are insufficient funds to cover the costs of site cleanup.
Additionally, the licensee has yet to provide a cost estimate for decommissioning the buildings
and facilities which are contaminated from the ongoing tritium operations; which are licensed
under License No. 37-00030-08.

Pros

-The licensee would be in compliance with NRC regulations in that it would not be
operating without adequate financial assurance, (as presently allowed by the Settlement
Agreement), and the license would eventually be terminated. A clear message would be sent
to the industry that NRC would not permit continued operation in the absence of financial
assurance sufficient to fund site cleanup. This option could deter other licensees from
attempting to avoid their decommissioning liabilities through restructuring, ownership transfers
and similar actions.

-Termination of the license would provide NRC staff the option of pursuing through
litigation funds for remediation from the "USR Companies". This is not considered an option
while there is an active license, as SLC, the licensee of record, is wholly legally responsible at
this time, and until the license is terminated.

-Releases of tritium from the facility (already well within NRC limits) would decrease as
would associated offsite dose consequences to the public. These decreases reflect the fact that
operations would cease if the licenses were not renewed.

-Denying the license renewal could allow the agency to refer the site to the
Environmental Protection Agency (EPA), which could result in the site becoming a Superfund
site. This would allow the government to attempt to obtain funds from other corporations
previously a part of the predecessor licensee, and potentially from the former customers of SLC
and predecessor companies that sent waste back to the site.

Cons

-If the site became an EPA Superfund site, it would probably receive a low priority from
EPA since there would be little offsite dose consequences from the radioactive contamination.
This would result in a longer time period until site remediation begins, and the costs to the
government would probably be greater than any clean-up costs incurred by the licensee. Also,
Superfund related litigation could delay site remediation.
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-Maintenance of the site and site security could become an issue. Site security is
currently maintained by the licensee. There is a fence around the site perimeter and access to
the facility is controlled. If the license renewals are denied, the licensee's commitment to
security and maintenance of the site might cease, particularly if the site is abandoned, although
the Settlement Agreement commits the licensee to maintain the fence and warning signs for a
period of 10 years after the renewal period. In addition, part of the site is leased to USR Metals,
Inc., a manufacturing company whose products do not involve the use of radioactive material.
The question of non-Safety Light employees on the site would have to be resolved.

-Based on NRC experience during the previous renewal of the licenses, pursuit of the
successor companies would be resource intensive for NRC and would have limited potential for
success.

-There would be no additional payments to the Settlement Agreement trust fund by SLC.

-As an ancillary matter, there would be local economic impacts. Denial of the renewals
would likely result in a total of approximately 30 individuals employed by Safety Light losing
their jobs. This might impact the employment of the 35 USR Metals employees. Local
jurisdictions would also be impacted as tax revenues from the site and the employees would
cease.

Option 2 - Renew the License

Under this option, the licenses would be renewed for a period of five years with an exemption
from the requirements of 10 CFR 30.35. During this period of time the licensee would be
required, by approval of the Decommissioning Plan and incorporation into the license, using
existing escrow funds, to perform significant remediation (removal and disposal of radioactive
material from the underground silos, the most significant source term on site; and possibly other
areas of contamination). After this remediation work is completed, the site would then be re-
evaluated with regard to the criteria for both restricted and unrestricted use to determine if lower
cost remediation options are practical. At the time of renewal, the NRC would reaffirm its
position that it retains jurisdiction with regard to the USR Companies and their responsibilities
regarding the decommissioning of this site.

Throughout the term of the renewed licenses, the licensee would be required to continue to set
aside additional funds, from operating revenues, into a trust account to also be used for site
decommissioning. Over the past five years, the licensee has contributed approximately
$350,000 to this trust fund. This amount, when combined with proceeds from insurance
settlements and interest earnings, has grown to approximately $1,900,000. As part of the
renewal application, SLC proposed to repeat the contribution schedule identified in the
Settlement Agreement: $5,000/month for 24 months, $6,000/month for 24 months, and
$7,000/month for 12 months.

Upon receipt of the application, the staff (with contractor assistance) began a review of five
years of tax returns and revenues generated by SLC and Isolite (the marketing and distribution
company for SLC's products). At the same time, the staff indicated to SLC that a greater
contribution to the escrow account would be necessary to demonstrate SLC's commitment to
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funding the cost of site cleanup. SLC responded on August 3, 1999, with a proposal to increase
the escrow account by approximately $500,000 over the next five years, with increasing
payments of $7000/month (12 months), $8,000/month (24 months) and $9,0001month (24
months). With these additional payments and interest earnings of approximately 5.5% annually,
the available funds at the end of five years would be approximately $3,000,000 less any
amounts approved for expenditure by the staff for remediation of the underground silos. The
staff reviewed this proposal in light of its contractor evaluation of available resources and
concluded that SLC could fund a more substantial commitment to the escrow, on the order of
$1 0,000/month for the five years of the renewal. The licensee considered this and concluded in
a September 1, 1999, letter that its revenues could not support this higher level of funding. The
staff concludes that further negotiations with the licensee in an attempt to increase contributions
to the escrow account would not be cost effective due to the staff resources and time required,
as well as the relatively small difference this would make in terms of overall funding.
Accordingly, the staff would place a condition in the renewed license that requires SLC to
contribute funds to the escrow account in accordance with the proposal outlined in their letter of
August 3, 1999.

Pros

-The licensee would begin the site remediation by first removing the radioactive material
from the underground silos and shipping the waste offsite for disposal at a total cost of
approximately $700,000.

-The licensee would continue to set aside additional funds from operating revenues into
a trust account to be used for site decommissioning and controlled by the NRC (as is the case in
the current Settlement Agreement) over the term of the license renewal.

-The offsite dose consequences to the public would remain unchanged. However, under
this option the quality of groundwater should be improved as a result of the silo cleanup. Prior
site surveys indicated that the main source of groundwater contamination appeared to be the
underground silos.

-The licensee would be expected to perform site remediation tasks more cost effectively
than the government. Therefore, a reduction of the site source term by the licensee would
potentially lessen the government's clean-up costs if the licensee defaulted in the future or the
license was not renewed at some future date.

-Renewal of the licenses would provide additional time for SLC to evaluate the site and
develop alternative lower cost strategies for site cleanup.

-With licensee employees on site, the site would continue to be maintained, and site
security would be assured.

-As an ancillary matter, there are positive economic effects beyond additional
contributions to the escrow account. Individuals employed at the site would continue to be
employed and generate tax revenues.
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Cons

-The licensee would continue to operate the facility without adequate financial assurance
in place. Although the licensee would continue to deposit funds into a trust account to be used
for site remediation, achieving adequate financial assurance at some future date would not be
assured.

-Renewal of the licenses could be interpreted by some licensees as an indication that
NRC is not willing to take a strong regulatory position regarding the need for adequate financial
assurance for site decommissioning and decontamination.

CONCLUSIONS:

After weighing the pros and cons of each option in this complex, difficult case, the staff has
concluded that renewal of the SLC licenses is the most appropriate course of action. The bases
for this conclusion are outlined in the following paragraphs.

The renewal or denial of the licenses would not significantly change the offsite dose
consequences of the site. The only offsite doses are due to the operation of the tritium facility,
and these releases are well within NRC limits. The only other potential offsite exposure pathway
might be the offsite airborne release of radioactive material due to a fire in one of the older site
buildings. However, based on the contamination levels present in the buildings, the offsite
doses from this pathway would not significantly alter the offsite dose consequences of the site.
There are no significant onsite radiation exposure hazards and potential for harm. Renewal of
the licenses would allow the licensee to continue site remediation begun with the staffs approval
of the amendment request to remediate the underground silos. Following silo remediation,
additional analysis and site characterization may be performed as necessary to refine the
decommissioning cost estimate, prioritize future work, and evaluate dose consequences as
compared to 10 CFR 20, Subpart E License Termination Criteria.

There are a number of positive economic benefits if the licenses were renewed. SLC would
continue to operate as a company and contribute funds to a trust account to be used for
decommissioning. Individuals at the site would continue to be employed and generate tax
revenues. In addition, there would be some reduction in the government's potential liability
toward the site because SLC would have performed some site remediation that the government
might have to perform at a later date, should the licensee ever default.

It should also be noted that in 1995, the agency renewed the Safety Light Corporation licenses
without adequate financial assurance in place. The renewal took place after a protracted legal
struggle and negotiations over the time period 1992 through 1995. In the five years since the
licenses were renewed, protection of public health and safety has improved as the licensee has
improved its financial position, the licensee has performed a detailed site characterization and
generated plans for remediation, and the licensee has provided maintenance and security of
the site. While it could take a long time for SLC to accumulate the funds needed to
decommission the site, under a renewed license SLC may be able to partially remediate the site
and also identify lower cost options for site remediation. However, this site would ultimately
become a federal liability under either option should the funds needed to remediate the site not
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be obtained from either SLC or the USR Companies. An evaluation of the financial aspects of

the two options shows that renewing the license will reduce the overall cost to the government

by the amount of the additional SLC contributions to the escrow account (approximately
$500,000).

In special circumstances, the Commission has taken action to renew a materials license in the

absence of adequate financial assurance. See SECY 96-210, License Renewal Issues

Regarding Shieldalloy Metallurigical Corporation's Facility in Newfield, NJ, SMB-743, (October 1,

1996). The licensee indicated it could not provide an acceptable decommissioning funding plan

(DFP) for remediation of the site to unrestricted release levels by disposal of all stored material

(slag piles containing uranium and thorium, for processed ore), and remain financially viable. In

this case, the staff granted the renewal based on the economic worth of the stored material and

the licensee pursuing a buyer outside the United States for that material. On the other hand, the

staff proposed denial of the license renewal for Advanced Medical Systems, Inc. (AMS) based

on inadequate financial assurance. The proposed denial was contested by the licensee, but the

proceeding was terminated when the State of Ohio became an Agreement State on August 31,

1999. See In the Matter of AMS, Inc., LBP-99-28 (August 4, 1999), affirmed CLI-99-26 (October

20, 1999). There are, however, significant differences between the SLC case and AMS which

warrant a different approach for SLC. First, there are differences in the radiological risk profiles

between the two sites. SLC has a low risk profile since there are no significant occupational

hazards presented by the materials onsite and no offsite dose consequences from the

radioactive contamination from previous operations. Conversely, conditions at the AMS site

presented a potential for significant occupational radiation exposure, and may also have led to

offsite contamination at the Northeast Ohio Regional Sewer District (NEORSD) Southerly Plant.

In contrast to AMS, SLC is an operating entity which continues to manufacture a product for a

defined market, generate revenues, and set aside funds to be used for decommissioning. SLC

has also submitted a decommissioning and decontamination (D&D) plan that presents tasks and

reasonable cost estimates for D&D of the site. AMS submitted a D&D plan that relied, in part,

on SAFSTOR as a means for decommissioning the site and whose cost estimates were

determined by the staff to be unrealistic.

COORDINATION:

The Office of the General Counsel has reviewed this paper and has no legal objection. In

addition, because the SLC licenses would be transferred to the Commonwealth of Pennsylvania

when it becomes an Agreement State (presently scheduled for FY01), the staff has informed

the Commonwealth, as well as EPA Region III, of the options being considered in this case.

Representatives of both the Commonwealth and EPA Region IlIl have attended NRC meetings

with SLC, and Commonwealth management and staff have toured the SLC site with the NRC.

Additionally, both the Commonwealth and EPA Region III have received copies of all pertinent

decommissioning documents such as the Site Characterization Plan and the D&D Plan. The

NRC has received no objections from either the Commonwealth or EPA Region III regarding the

options being considered in this paper.
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RECOMMENDATIONS:

The staff recommends that the Commission grant an exemption to the requirements of 10 CFR
30.35 and approve the renewal of the Safety Light Corporation's licenses for a period of five
years. A license term less than the normal 10 years for materials was selected to allow the
Commission the opportunity to reevaluate the licensee's circumstances at the end of five years
and determine if a continued exemption from 10 CFR 30.35 is warranted.

As part of the renewal, the staff will place a specific condition in License No. 37-00030-02 which
will require the licensee to contribute funds to a decommissioning trust account over the life of
the license. NRC approval will continue to be required for withdrawal of any funds from the
account. A specific condition will also be placed in License No. 37-00030-08, the license for the
tritium operations at the site, to require the licensee to prepare a D&D plan for the tritium facility.

William D. Travers
Executive Director
for Operations

Attachments: 1. Descriptive Information on Site
2. Settlement Agreement
3. Site History

Commissioners' completed vote sheets/comments should be provided directly to

the Office of the Secretary by COB Friday, December 3, 1999.

Commission Staff Office comments, if any, should be submitted to the Commissioners
NLT November 26, 1999, with an information' copy to the Office of the Secretary.

If the paper is of such a nature that it requires additional review and comment,

the Commissioners and the Secretariat should be apprised of when comments may
be expected.

DISTRIBUTION:
Commissioners
OGC
OCAA
OIG
OPA
OCA
CIO
CFO
EDO
REGIONS
SECY
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ATTACHMENT 1

Description of the Site

The Safety Light site is located in Northeastern Pennsylvania, approximately five miles east of
Bloomsburg, Pennsylvania. Situated in a valley that is 1-2 miles wide and bordered by two
high ridges, the site is bounded on the north by the Old Berwick Road and on the south by the
Susquehanna River. Residential properties are adjacent to the east and west boundaries of the
ten acre site.

The Safety Light site contains contaminated soil, groundwater, and buildings as a result of work
with a variety of radioactive materials which began as early as 1948. There are approximately
16 buildings on the site, some constructed as early as the 1940s and others constructed in the
late 1960s. Some of the older buildings are abandoned and in a state of disrepair with broken
windows and collapsed roofs. The site also contains open areas and two lagoons. The flow of
groundwater on the site is toward the Susquehanna River.

Present licensed activities at the site consist primarily of the manufacture of self-luminous signs
using tritium under License No. 37-00030-08. The licensee coats the glass tubes used in the
self-luminous signs with a phosphor, ships the coated glass tubes to a facility in Canada where
they are filled with tritium and sealed and then sent back to the Safety Light facility where the
signs are assembled. The completed signs are marketed and distributed worldwide by Isolite
Corporation, a privately held firm that has commonalities in management and ownership with
SLC. In addition, the licensee manufactures foils containing tritium for use as targets in
neutron-generating devices. A self-luminous sign contains approximately 10 curies of tritium,
and a foil contains approximately 200 millicuries to eight curies of tritium.

No activities take place at the site under License No. 37-00030-02. This license was issued to
Safety Light Corporation for the amount of radioactive material existing in contaminated
facilities, land, and equipment from previous operations.

Site History

Work with radioactive materials at the site began in 1948 when United States Radium
Corporation (USRC) relocated operations from Brooklyn, New York to Bloomsburg,
Pennsylvania. The radionuclides in use at this time were Ra-226 and small amounts of Po-21 0.
During this time period, 1948-1954, parts of an abandoned canal that ran through the site
parallel to the river were used for radioactive waste disposal.

In the early 1950s, the licensee began to use other radionuclides along with Ra-226. These
included Cs-137, Sr-90, H-3, Kr-85, and Ni-63. Manufactured products included civil defense
check sources using Cs-137; deck markers for the U.S. Navy using Sr-90; clock and watch
dials, and radiation therapy sources using Ra-226; and tritium light sources. During the time
period, 1950-1960, solid radioactive waste was disposed of in two underground silos of
approximately 650 ft3 each. Silo number one was used for Ra-226, Sr-90, and possibly Cs-1 37
disposal; while silo number two was used for Sr-90 and Cs-1 37 disposal, and possibly Ra-226.
Liquid radioactive waste was still being disposed of in portions of the canal which ran through
the site. In June of 1956, License No. 37-00030-02 was issued to USRC by the U.S. Atomic
Energy Commission (AEC) covering the work at the site.
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In 1969, work with all radionuclides except H-3 ceased at the site and License No. 37-00030-02
was amended to cover contamination of the site from previous operations in anticipation of site
decommissioning and eventual unrestricted release. Also in 1969, the AEC issued License
No. 37-00030-08 for work at the site involving H-3. A separate building was erected at the site
to house the H-3 production operations. During 1971-1972, about 78 drums of soil,
contaminated with Ra-226 were shipped offsite for disposal.

Groundwater monitoring wells were installed on the site in 1978 and 1979, and in 1981 Oak
Ridge Associated Universities (ORAU) performed a radiological survey of the site. The ORAU
survey identified soil contaminated with Ra-226, Cs-137, and Sr-90. Groundwater samples
indicated levels of H-3 and Sr-90 above NRC guidelines.

In 1980, USR Industries, Inc., a newly formed corporation, was established as a parent-holding
corporation and purchased, in exchange for its stock, the assets and business of USRC and the
various business segments thereof, as such were comprised in 1980. The name of USRC was
changed to Safety Light Corporation at about that time. USR Industries, Inc. then transferred
all of its non-NRC-licensed operations to five other newly-created entities, all of which were
wholly-owned subsidiaries of USR Industries, Inc. Thereafter, Safety Light Corporation, which
retained all of the NRC-licensed operations,, was sold to Lime Ridge Industries, Inc., a
corporation formed by former employees of USR Industries and United States Radium but
which is asserted by Safety Light as having no common ownership by or with USR Industries,
Inc. The net effect of these corporate and name changes, restructuring and ownership
transfers, was to limit the liability of predecessor companies and protect their corporate assets
while SLC maintained an active license.

In 1990, another radiological and hydrogeological survey of the site was performed; this time by
Chem Nuclear Systems, Inc. (CNSI). This radiological survey included soil coring, groundwater
monitoring well installation, and rainwater sampling. Groundwater flow appeared to be toward
the Susquehanna River, and there was no evidence to suggest lateral groundwater flow along
the abandoned canal. Sr-90 was detected in both soil and groundwater samples. The
radioactivity in groundwater appeared to be originating in the underground silos.

The licensee completed a site characterization study in 1995, and in 1998 submitted a site
Decontamination and Decommissioning Plan (D&D Plan) to the NRC. The D&D Plan calls for
remediating the site on a task by task basis involving three major tasks: removal of the
radioactive material from the silos, remediation of the contaminated soil, and remediation of the
contaminated buildings. The licensee plans to remove the radioactive material from the
underground silos as the first task. The licensee has completed negotiations with a contractor
for remediation of the silos. In August 1999, the licensee submitted to the NRC for review a
work plan for the silo remediation, including a health and safety plan and a radiation protection
plan.

Present Radiological Conditions

Soil, groundwater, buildings, and equipment at the Safety Light site are contaminated with
Ra-226, Cs-1 37, Sr-90, and Am-241. Ra-226 and Cs-1 37 are the major contaminants. Tritium
contamination is also present at the site from on-going operations at the site. Approximately
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three acres of soil are contaminated. The total amount of radioactivity in the soil is estimated to
be about one Curie. Cs-137 concentrations in the soil vary widely, averaging about 120 pCi/g,
but the median value is about 7 pCi/g. The Ra-226 average concentration in soil is about
480 pCi/g with a median value of about 230 pCi/g. Radioactive contamination in the site
buildings also varies widely from approximately 200,000 dpm/1 00 cm2 non-removable to no
contamination in some locations. The majority of the areas of most buildings contain no
contamination. The two largest buildings on-site occupy approximately 62,000 square feet of
space and were divided into approximately 4000 two meter by two meter survey grids as part of
the site characterization. Of these 4000 survey grids, only 63 contained loose, removable
surface contamination greater than 1000 cpm/1 00 cm2 and 105 contained fixed surface
contamination greater than 5000 dpm/1 00 cm2.

The groundwater contaminants are Sr-90 and Cs-1 37 as well as tritium. The Sr-90 in the wells
having the highest concentrations ranges from approximately 15,000 to 100,000 pCi/l. The
Cs-137 concentration in the wells having the highest concentrations is about 10,000 pCi/l. The
tritium concentration in the wells having the highest concentrations range from 12,000 to
65,000 pCi/l. (For comparison, the NRC values for effluent releases in 10 CFR 20, Appendix B,
Table 2, Water, are 500 pCi/I for Sr-90, 1000 pCi/I for Cs-137, and 1,000,000 pCi/I for tritium.)
Well water samples taken from residences adjacent to the Safety Light site contain no
radioactivity in excess of EPA drinking water criteria, based on gross alpha and gross beta
analyses. Samples of river water and the nearest downstream municipal water supply indicated
that all results are within EPA drinking water criteria based on gross alpha and gross beta
analyses.

Dose rates over the outside areas of the site average about 10-15 ,uRem/hr above background.
There are several areas of elevated dose rates with the highest being about 400 gRem/hr.
Inside the buildings, the average dose rates for the most part are a few uRem/hr above
background. However, there are a number of hot spots located in the buildings. The highest of
these is the area directly over a drywell sump located in the former personnel building which
reads 35 mRem/hr. The next highest hot spot is an area in the main building which reads about
1.4 mRem/hr.

Approximately 2000 cubic feet of waste containing 15,000 curies of tritium is presently stored
on site. This waste was generated as a result of operations conducted under License No.
37-00030-08. The attic portion of an old house on site which contained some tritium
contaminated duct work caught fire in October 1998. The bottom floor of the house was used
for the storage of the tritium contaminated duct work. Only the attic portion of the house was
damaged by the fire. There were no offsite dose consequences from this event.

There are no offsite dose consequences from the site due to the radioactivity remaining from
previous operations. Effluent releases from the site from the on-going tritium operation,
including both airborne and liquid pathways, are well within NRC release limits and EPA
drinking water criteria.

-3-
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Financial Assurance Requirement Background

As of July 27, 1990, licensees were required to comply with 10 CFR 30.35 of the Commission's
regulations, which requires a licensee authorized to possess certain quantities of licensed
materials having certain characteristics to submit a decommissioning funding plan (DFP) or
certification of financial assurance for decommissioning in the amount prescribed in
10 CFR 30.35 in accordance with criteria set forth in that section. Safety Light has not
submitted DFPs or certifications of financial assurance, as required by 10 CFR 30.35.
Therefore, they are not in compliance with this requirement with respect to both their
37-00030-02 and 37-00030-08 licenses.

By letters submitted to the NRC dated January 11, April 8, August 1, and October 31, 1991,
Safety Light described its attempts to secure financial assurance, asked the NRC to consider its
coverage and claims under several insurance policies, and finally requested an exemption for
10 CFR 30.35. The NRC staff notified Safety Light that the insurance policies did not satisfy
the financial assurance requirements and denied Safety Light's request for an exemption from
the regulation and issued a Demand for Information (DFI) to Safety Light requesting information
when Safety Light Corporation would be in compliance with 10 CFR 30.35.

In January 1991, Safety Light documented its financial position and stated that because of its
financial problems, it had not been able to obtain a commitment from a financial institution to
satisfy the requirement. However, in response to the DFI, Safety Light indicated that the NRC
staff should have confidence that it will be able to decontaminate the Bloomsburg site because
it: (1) ".is prepared to continue to litigate this matter ..." with its insurance carriers and file
status reports with NRC every six months and (2) ".is prepared to establish a separate trust
account into which it will deposit any funds obtained through settlement or through a judgment
[in its insurance litigation], to be used to decontaminate the site."

In January 1991, the NRC staff issued a DFI to USR Industries and its related corporations that
was similar to the DFI issued to Safety Light. USR Industries argued that it was not an NRC
licensee and that the NRC lacked jurisdiction over it and that it was not subject to the
requirements in 10 CFR 30. However, NRC jurisdiction over USR Industries and its related
corporations was affirmed by the Atomic Safety and Licensing Appeal Board.

As of February 7, 1992, the licensee had not demonstrated compliance with the requirements
of 10 CFR 30.35. On February 7, 1992, pursuant to 10 CFR 2.103, the NRC staff denied the
licensee's applications to renew their 37-00030-02 and 37-00030-08 licenses. Attached to the
denial of the renewal of the licenses, the NRC staff issued an Order that required the licensee
to satisfy the requirements in 10 CFR 30.35 and decontaminate and decommission the
Bloomsburg site such that it can be released for unrestricted use.

At that time, Safety Light Corporation requested a hearing regarding the denial. The parties to
the hearing reached a Settlement Agreement under which the license was renewed for a five-
year period. The licenses were renewed on January 3, 1995 and, as noted above, will expire
on December 31, 1999. The terms of the license renewal under the Settlement Agreement
require the licensee to set aside funds into a trust account for decommissioning, pursue
insurance claims to obtain additional decommissioning funding, and perform a site

-4-
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characterization, all of which have been accomplished. The Settlement Agreement also
stipulated that, absent adequate financial assurance in accordance with 10 CFR 30.35, or the
granting by the NRC of an exemption to these requirements, the licenses would expire on
December 31, 1999, and not be renewed.

-5-
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(CpROVMp S=T
AGREEMEN AND TERMINATING PROCEEDINGSi

On September 20, 1994, the NRC Staff; Safety Light

Corporation (WSLCH); Hetreal, Inc.; and USR Industries,

Inc., USR Lighting Product, Inc., USR Chemical Product.,

Inc., USR Metals, Inc., and U.S. natural Resources, Inc.

("USR Companies"), filed a joint motion for approval of a
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settlement agreement in the five pending zstn L1

proceedings. Thereafter, on October 1a, 1994, we hold a

brief hearing on the parties' joint motion and the proposed

settlement agreement. At the hearing, the parties requested

that we withhold final action on the joint motion until all

outstanding matters relating to the Trust Agreement

referenced in the settlement Agreement had been resolved.

On December 22, 1994, Staff counsel informed us that the

Trust Agreement had been executed.

Upon consideration of the joint motion and the

proffered settlement agreement, we find that the settlement

agreement comports fully with the public interest. See

10 C.F.R. S 2.203. Accordingly, we approve the attached

settlement agreement and incorporate its terms into this

order with the following minor amendments agreed to by the

parties:

1) In line 7 of numbered paragraph 7, the date "May

31, 1995" should be amended to read "September 30, 1995."

2) In the second sentence of numbered paragraph 8, the

portion of the sentence beginning with the word "unless"

should be amended to read "unless otherwise prohibited by

law or court order."

3) In numbered paragraph 9, subparagraph (a),, line 13,

the word "Tebruary" should be amended to read "Xarch."
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4) In numbered paragraph 14, the language inside the

parentheses should be amended to read "(except as modified

by the letters referenced in Footnote 6 above).*

Further, the request of SLC and the USR Companies to

withdraw their requests for hearing on the Staff e orders of

March 16, 1989, August 21, 1989, and January 29, 1993, and

their request that they be dismissed as parties to the

proceedings on those orders is ranted, The proceedings on

these three Staff orders are hereby dismise 3ith

pre-udice.

In view of the Staff's rescission of its denial of

SLC's applications to renew License Nos. 37-00030-02 and 37-

00030-08 ("the 02 and Os Licenses"), the Staff's rescission

of its decommissioning order of February 7, 1992, and the

Staff's commitment to renew the 02 and 08 Licenses for a

five-year period following the issuance of this order, the

request. of SLC and the USR Companies to withdraw their

requests for hearing on the license renewal denials and the

February 7, 1992 decommissioning order is granti. The

proceedings on the license renewal denials and the

decommissioning order are hereby disiuss4 with y rSjudiie.

Finally, the parties are directed to revise the dates

specified in the settlement agreement so that the monthly

obligations of SLC and USR Industries will commence on the

first day of the month immediately following the date of

this order. The parties are also directed to revise the
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five-year license renewal period specified in the agreement
to commence on the first business day of the month
immediately following the date of this order.

It is so ORDERED.

FOR TRE ATOMIC SAFETY AND
LICENSING BOARD

ADMINISTRATIVE JUDGE

Federick J. So
ADMINISTIRATIV JUGE

ames . Carpe anfr
ADMINISTRATIVE JUDGE

Rocikville, Maryland

December 28, 1994



THIS AGREEMENT is made by and between Safety Light Corporation
("SLC"); USR Industries, Inc., USR Lighting, Inc., USR Chemical
Products, Inc., USR Metals, Inc., and U. S. Natural Resources, Incf.
(the 'USR Companies"); Metreal, Inc.;I and the Staff of the United
States Nuclear Regulatory Commission ("NRC Staff' or "Staff"), to
wit:

WHEREAS SLC is the named licensee on Byproduct Material
License Nos. 37-00030-02 (the "-02 License"), 37-00030-08 (the "-08
License"), 37-00030-09G, and 37-00030-1OG, issued by the NRC, which
licenses authorize the possession and use of byproduct material at
SLC's facility located at 4150-A Old Berwick Road, Bloomsburg, PA
17815 (the "Bloomsburg facility" or "Bloomsburg site"); and

WHEREAS the -02 License, as amended on August 5, 1969,
authorizes the possession, storage, and use of any byproduct
material for purposes of decontamination, clean-up, and disposal of
equipment and facilities previously used for research, development,
manufacturing, and processing at the Bloomsburg site, which license
was last renewed on January 25, 1979, and which license has been
under timely renewal since February 29, 1984; and

z SLC, the USR Companies, United States Radium Corporation,Lime Ridge Industries, Inc., and Netreal, Inc. are collectivelyreferred to herein as the "Respondents"; however, the partiesrecognize that United States Radium Corporation and Lime RidgeIndustries, Inc. have ceased to exist as corporate entities.
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WHEREAS the -08 License authorizes research and development
activities and the manufacture of various devices containing
tritium, which license was last renewed on January 6, 1983, and
which license has been under timely renewal since December 31,
1987; and

WHEREAS on March 16, 1989, the Staff issued an Order to the
Respondents, requiring them, inter alia, to control access to the
Bloomsburg site, prepare and implement a site characterization
plan, and prepare and implement a site decontamination plan, due to
the presence of radiological contamination in the soil, ground-
water, buildings and equipment at the Bloomsburg facility;2 and

WHEREAS on August 21, 1989, the Staff issued a second Order,
requiring the Respondents, inter alia, to set up a trust fund and
to deposit $1,000,000 into that fund according to a specified
schedule to cover the cost of implementing a site characterization
plan and of taking necessary immediate actions to remediate any
significant health and safety problems that might be identified
during site characterization;1 and

WHEREAS on February 7, 1992, the Staff denied the applications
submitted by SLC to renew the -02 License and the -08 License,
based on the Staff's determination that the Respondents had failed
to comply with the Commission's regulations requiring financial

2 "Order Modifying Licenses (Effective Immediately) andDemand for Information," dated March 16, 1989, at 5-6, 54 Fed. Beg.12035 (March 23, 1989).

3 "order Modifying Licenses (Effective Immediately), " datedAugust 21, 1989, at 6-12, 54 Fed. Reg. 36078 (Aug. 31, 1989).
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assurance for decommissioning funding as set forth in 10 C.F.R.
£ 30.35;4 and

WHEREAS also on February 7, 1992, the Staff issued an Order
requiring the Respondents, Inter aila, to decommission the
Bloomsburg site in accordance with the requirements of 10 C.FR.
S 30.36 and the schedule and Criteria provided with that Order, so
that the site may be released for unrestricted use;' and

WHEREAS on January 29, 1993, the Staff issued an Order which,
Inter alla, prohibited SWC from implementing its Asset Purchase
Agreement of January 4, 1993, prohibited SLC from implementing any
transfer of major assets other than in the normal course of
business for full lair value, and required SIX to set aside in a
separate account any and all funds which it received or may receive
under the above-mentioned Asset Purchase Agreement;' and

WHEREAS SLC and/or the USE Companies have requested a hearing
on each and every one of the Staff's Orders and license renewal

' Letter from Robert M. Bernero (Director, Office of NuclearMaterial Safety and Safeguards), to Jack Miller (President, SafetyLight Corporation), at al., dated February 7, 1992.

s "Order Establishing Criteria and Schedule for Decommission-ing the Bloomsburg site," dated February 7, 1992, at 6, 57 Fed.Req. 6136 (Feb. 20, 1992).,

' 'Order to Safety Light Corporation Prohibiting the Transferof Assets and Requiring the Preservation of the status Quo(Effective Imediately) and Demand for Information," datedJanuary 29, 1993, 58 Pod. Reg. 7268 (Feb. S 1993). See also,(1) letter from Robert M. Bernero to C. Richter White, datedMay 20, 1993, authorizing return of the purchase money deposit toShield Source, Inc. (SSI) upon rescission of the January 4, 1993,Asset Purchase Agreement (APA), and (2) letter from C. R. White toRobert M. Bernero, dated May 21, 1993, rescinding the APA andinforming the NRC that SLC is returning the deposit money to SSI.
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denials described above, in response to which proceedings have been
convened and remain pending before a Licensing Board at this time;

and

WHERAS the undersigned parties recognize that certain

advantages and benefits may be obtained by each of them through

settlement and compromise of some or all of the matters now pending
in litigation between them, including, without limitation, the

completion of a radiological characterization study of the
Bloomsburg site, the dedication and expenditure of certain funds

for the purposes specified herein, the elimination of further

litigation expenses, uncertainty and delay, and other tangible and

intangible benefits, which the parties recognize and believe to be

in the public interest;

IT IS NOW, THEREFORE, AGREED AS FOLLOWS:

1. The Staf f hereby agrees, as set forth in Paraaraph 9

below, (a) to rescind its denial of SLC's applications to renew the

-02 and -08 Licenses, and to grant a renewal of those licenses for

a period of five years (until August 31, 1999), upon SLCs

satisfaction of the Respondent(s) obligations with respect to all

outstanding fees and charges that have been assessed or levied by

the KRC, and (b) in connection with the issuance of said renewal,

to issue an exemption from the requirements of 10 C.Fw.I.

SB 30.32(h) and 30.35 limited to the five-year renewal period, in

accordance with the following provisions.

2. SLW and the USR Companies hereby agree that during the
five-year renewal period, they will (a) set aside from operating



rOevfnUe (or any source other than their insurance litigation, any

judgments or settlements they may receive with respect thereto, or

amounts they may receive as a result of any claims they may have

against agencies or departments of the U. S. Government), certain

sus as set forth in PaMrMpL2 below, to be paid on the first day

of each Successive month coMMencing September 1, 1994 (for a total

of $396,000). to be used for the purposes specified in Piraxaph ,7

below (b) complete a site characterization study, to be performed

by Monserco Limited ("Monsercou), a Canadian corporation, or any

other company selected by SLC and approved by the Staff, which

adequately describes the nature, extent, quantities, and location

of the contamination present at the Bloomsburg site in accordance

with an approved site characterization plan, as set forth in

P herein, (c) vigorously pursue their claims in any

'present or future insurance litigation pertaining to the Bloomsburg

site, and any other claims against third parties which they may

believe themselves to have, the proceeds of which are to be set

aside in accordance with the terms of this Agreement as set forth

below, and submit quarterly reports to the NRC Staff describing in

detail the progress and accomplishments achieved in that litigation

during each preceding 90-day period.

3. Pursuant to tara=ral 2 herein, SLC and the USR Companies

agree to set aside and deposit the following sums in an escrow

account or trust fund approved by the NRC Staff, in accordance with

the following schedule:
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(a) Q

September 1, 1994, and on the
first day of each month
thereafter, for 24 months $5,000

September 1, 1996, and on the
first day of each month
thereafter, for 24 months $6,000

Septe r 1, 1998, and on the
first day of each month
thereafter, for 12 months S7,000

(For a total of $348,000)

(b) The USR Comoannies

September 1, 1994, and on the
first day of each month
thereafter, for 48 months $1,000

(For a total of $48,000)

In connection herewith, it is expressly understood and agreed that

the financial contributions specified herein do not in any manner

represent or reflect the NRC Staff's view of the Respondents'

respective responsibility or liability for the Bloomsburg site, the

contamination present there, or the NRC licenses issued with

respect thereto, nor do they represent or reflect any admission by

the USR Companies of NRC jurisdiction over the USR Companies, as

set forth in Paracraphs 10 and 15 herein.

4 I Zt is expressly understood and agreed that no further

renewal of the -02 License or the -08 License beyond the five-year

renewal period will be. issued, unless the Respondents, or any of

them, have, in addition to demonstrating compliance with all other

applicable requirements, first submitted a decommissioning funding

plan, including financial assurance for decommissioning, which
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CoMplies with the requirements of 10 C.W.R. S 30.35 to the

satisfaction of the NRC Staff, or have obtained a further exemption

from the requirements of that regulation. The failure to submit

such a decommissioning funding plan to the satisfaction of the NRC

Staff or to obtain a further exemption will result in expiration,

revocation or suspension of the -02 and -08 Licenses as of

August 31, 1999, and will cause the.-requirements of 10 C.F.R.

S 30.36 to apply.

5. SLC agrees to be responsible for undertaking all

necessary and proper radiation safety precautions, or assuring that

such precautions are taken, and to implement an adequate radiation

safety program during the perforzance of the site characterization

study, regardless of whether that study is performed by SLC or a

third party acting under contract to SLC.

6. SLC has submitted to the Staff for its review and

approval, a plan for a site characterization study, developed by

Monserco, to determine the nature, extent, quantities, and location

of the contamination present at the Bloomsburg site, which plan, as

revised in written communications between the parties, has been

approved by the Staff. SLC represents that it and Monserco have

contracted for the performance of a site characterization study

consistent with the aforesaid plan, contingent upon the Licensing

Roard~s approval of this Agreement, and it is further understood

and agreed that SLC and the USR Companies hereby consent to the use

of funds previously set aside from the proceeds of their insurance

litigation in Princeton Bank and Trust Company, Custodial Account
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44-01-000-8690771, up to A DaXimUM of $450,000. as may be necessary

to complete the site characterization study.

7. SW agrees that it will undertake to conduct the

aforesaid site "characterization study, to be performed by Konserao

or any other company selected by SLC and approved by the Staff,

sufficient to determine the nature, extent, quantities, and

location of the contamination present at the Bloomsburg site, which

study it agrees to complete and suumit for NRC Staff approval on or

before May 31, 1995, and thereafter to promptly modify or

supplement that study in accordance with any Staff requests,

comments or conclusions, so long as the cost of such modified or

supplemental studies, together with the original study, does not

exceed $450,000 plus any sums set aside pursuant to Ear-aD1LLI

a - herein.

S. SLC and the TJSR Companies agree to use their best efforts

to set aside and deposit in a trust fund or escrow account, as set

forth in PggraaRh 16 below, from the proceeds of their insurance

litigation and claims against third parties, as specified herein,

realized during the five-year license renewal period and the

subsequent decommissioning period, including any judgments or

settlements pertaining thereto (after deduction of legal fees and

expenses directly related to such litigation), a percentage equal

to 25% of such amounts, or any larger percentage of such amounts as

may be specified in said judgments or settlements to pertain to the

Bloomsburg site. Notwithstanding anything to the contrary which

may be contained in this Agreement, it is further understood and
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agreed that SLC and the USR Companies shall deposit and set aside

said 25% or other portion of such proceeds unless prohibited from

doing so by the insurers or other parties to such litigation or

claims

9. The parties agree that, as an integral part of this

Agreement, they will take the following actions with respect to the

adjudicatory proceedings now pending before the Licensing Boards

(a) Upon execution of this Agreement, and subject to its

approval by the Licensing Board, (1) SLC and the USR Companies

will withdraw their requests for hearing on the Staff's Orders

of March 16, 1989, August 21, 1989, and 3anuary 29, 1993, and

request that they be dismissed as parties in the proceedings

pertaining to those Orders, and (2) the parties will file a

joint request for dismissal of the proceedings on those

Orders, with prejudice, it being understood and agreed that

the parties shall oppose any vacation of the prior rulings and

decisions on jurisdiction entered in these proceedings, and it

being further understood and agreed that this Agreement

resolves all outstanding issues with respect to the Staff 'ls

orders of February and August 1989, and the Staff will take no

enforcement or other action against SIW and the USR Companies

in connection with those Orders;7

' The parties recognize that, following execution of this
Agreement and its approval by the Licensing Board, the USR
Companies may stek to reach a separate agreement with the NRC
Solicitor's Office, whereby the USR Companies and the NRC would
stipulate to the withdrawal of those Companies' Petitions for
Review filed in Appeal Nos. 89-1638 and 90-1407 in the U.S. Court

(continued...)
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(b) Also upon execution of this Agreement, and subject
to its approval by the Licensing Board, (1) the Staff will

rescind its license renewal denials and decommissioning order

of February 7, 1992, (2) SLC and the USR Companies vill

withdraw their requests for hearing on the license renewal
denials and the Staff's decomsissioning order of February 7,

1992; and (3) the parties will file a joint request that the

Licensing Board dismiss, with prejudice, all matters

pertaining to the denials and decommissioning order of
February 7, 1992; and

(c) Also upon execution of this Agreement, and subject to

its approval by the Licensing Board, the Staff will grant a

renewal of the -02 and -08 Licenses as set forth in

Paragrabh 1.

10. It is understood and agreed that, notwithstanding any

other provision in this Agreement, following execution of this

Agreement, SLC and the USR Companies will pursue no other

litigation or claim in connection with any Staff Order or other

action referenced herein, and it is further understood and agreed

that the USR Companies hereby agree not to contest the NRC's

jurisdiction to take enforcement or other actions with respect to

the terms of this Agreement, provided,, however, that nothing

7 (. .. continued)
of Appeals (D.C. Circuit) without prejudice to the re-filing ofsuch Petitions within 90 days after completion of the five-yearlicense renewal period. However, the parties agree that whether ornot such actions are taken does not affect the validity andfinality of this Settlement Agreements
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contained in this Agreement shall be understood or construed to
otherwise preclude, prejudice or restrict the USR Companies' right

to challenge the NRC's jurisdiction to take enforcement actions

against them as to other matters.

11. SLC and the USR Companies hereby agree to waive any and
all rights or opportunity they may have to request a hearing in the
event that the Respondents fail to demonstrate compliance with

10 C.F.R. 5 30.35 to the satisfaction of the NRC Staff by the
conclusion of the five-year renewal period, or in the event that
SLC or the USR Companies fail to make monthly payments in the
manner and at the times set forth herein or to otherwise comply
with any of the foregoing requirements which the Director of the
Office of Nuclear Material Safety and Safeguards may determine in
his sole discretion to be a material breach of this Agreement, or
in the event that the Staf f declines to renew the -02 and -08
Licenses after the five-year renewal period due to sLCL non-
compliance with 10 C.F.R. S 30.35, or in the event the Staff
determines to deny any further request for exemption from the
requirements of 10 C.F.R. S 30.35. In this regard, it is
explicitly understood and agreed that the Staff's determination of
compliance or non-compliance with 10 C.W.R. S 30.35, and its
determination whether to grant or deny any further request for
exemption from 10 C.F.R. S 30.35, shall be binding for all
purposes, and SLC and. the USR Companies hereby agree that such
Staff determination shall not be the subject of any request for
hearing or adjudicatory review. It is further understood and
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agreed, however, that if the Staff determines to deny any renewal

application for reasons other than a failure to comply with the

requirements of 10 C.F.R. 5 30.35, the Respondents shall have the

right to request a hearing with respect to such determination on

grounds other than whether they have complied with 10 C.F.R.

5 30.35, prior to the effective date of such Staff action, in

accordance with the Commission's Rules of Practice in 10 C.P.R.

Part 2.

12. It is further understood and agreed that in the event the

Staff determines at the conclusion of the five-year renewal period

that the Respondents have failed to demonstrate compliance with

10 C.F.R. S 30.35, as set forth in flnsgn&A above, and that any
further request for exemption from 10 C.L.R. S 30.35 should be

denied, the Respondents shall not be eligible for any further

renewal of the -02 and -08 Licenses, and they shall thenceforth be

obligated to satisfy the provisions in 10 C.F.R. S 30-36

("le]xpiration and termination of licenses"), provided, however,

that the USR Companies reserve the right to contest the NRC 5

jurisdiction to compel the USR Companies to comply with 10 C.F.R.

S 30.36.

13. In the event the Director of the Office of Nuclear

Material Safety and Safeguards determines, in his sole

discretion, that the Respondents have acted, or failed to act, in

a manner which constitutes a material breach of this Agreement, or

that the Respondents have failed to demonstrate compliance with

10 C.F.R. S 30.35 upon the conclusion of the five-year renewal
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period and that no further exemption from 10 C.F.R. S 30.35 should

be granted, in addition to the requirements of 10 C.P.R. S 30.36,

SW and the USR Companies hereby agree (a) not to contest any

decommissioning order which the Staff may then issue (provided that

any such order does not contain terms which are more restrictive or

burdensome than those contained in the decommissioning order of

February 7, 1992 and/or any NRC regulations which may thin be in

place), (b) to comply with any requirement which the Staff may then

issue that they safely remove or dispose of £11 radioactive

materials and devices which may be present at the Bloousburg site,

and (c) to maintain the existing perimeter fence and warning signs,

as set forth in a hs 1-7 and_18 below, provided, however, that

nothing contained in this Agreement shall be understood or

construed to preclude, prejudice or restrict the USR companies'

right to challenge the NRC's jurisdiction with respect to those

Companies in the future, as stated above in Pargaxach lo.

14. The provisions of the Staff's Order of January 29, 1993,

are expressly incorporated herein by reference and SLC hereby

agrees to comply with the requirements of that Order (except as

discussed in Footnote 6 above), unless and until such time as it is

relieved of such obligations, in writing, by the NRC Staff.

15. it is understood and agreed that the USR Companies

reserve the right to challenge the NRC's jurisdiction as to those

companies, should they: so desire (except as to their obligations

under this Agreement), in any appropriate forum, notwithstanding

the terms of any provision in this Agreement, as stated above in
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P a . It in further understood and agreed that the staff

does not waive or relinquish its claim of NRC jurisdiction as to

those companies, notwithstanding the terms of any provision in this

reement.

16. SLC and the USR Companies hereby agree that any and all

funds required to be st aside pursuant to this Agreement shall be

set aside and maintained in an interest'-b~aring trust fund or

escrow account to be established and governed in accordance with

the Staffos guidance, in the form attached hereto. Xt in further

agreed that no money deposited in this fund, and no interest earned

thereon, shall be committed or spent without prior written approval

of the Staff, during and after the five-year renewal period

specified herein.

17. SLC and the USR Companies further agree that any and all

funds required to be set aside pursuant to this Agreement shall be

used exclusively for purposes of site decontamination, cleanup,

decommissioning, satisfaction of 20 C.F.R. S 30.36, maintenance of

the perimeter fence and warning signs, and such other measures as

are appropriate and necessary to protect the public health and

safety and are approved in advance, in writing, by the Staff. In

addition, such funds may be used to pay for any additional costs

required for completion of the site characterization study referred

to herein, in the event and to the extent that such costs may

exceed the cost of the study agreed to in advance by the parties

hereto pursuant to rtpay.i herein. To the extent that any

funds remain after the completion of decommissioning and such other
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uses as specified herein, such funds shall be returned to the

control of SLC and the tUSR Companies.

186 SLC hereby agrees to maintain the perimeter fence and

warnings signs posted at the Bloossburg site throughout the renewal

period and for a period of ten (10) years thereafter, or until

termination of the license with an NRC determination that the site

can be released for unrestricted use, whichever occurs first.

19. SLC and the USR Companies hereby agree that they shall

neither abandon nor transfer the Bloomsburg facility or any major

equipment or assets located at the Bloomsburg site without prior

written approval by the NRC Staff, which approval shall not be

unreasonably withheld.

20. It is expressly understood and agreed that nothing

contained in this Agreement shall relieve the Respondent(s) from

complying with all applicable NRC regulations and the terms and

conditions of the -02 and -08 Licenses during the renewal period,

and, further, that nothing contained in this Agreement shall be

binding on, or preclude lawful action by, any other Government

agency or department.

210 SLC and the USR Companies hereby agree that tIY tai-lur.

on their part to complete the site characterization study described

above, to make the monthly payments described above ten due (or

within five days thereafter) or to comply with any other provision

contained in this Agrerment will constitute a material breach of'

this agreement. 'Further, SWc and the USR Companies hereby agree

that any such breach, or any failure to demonstrate compliance With
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10 C.F.LR. 30.35 to the satisfaction of the Staff prior to
expiration of the five-year renewal period specified herein, will
result in the immediate expiration, revocation or suspension of the
Licenses, effective immediately, without any right to or
opportunity for hearing in connection therewith, provided,;Aovw4&,

*tLhatLE. iherbya e ..thtt..it viii.:.not revoke, Susped or

declare an expxration of the Licenses ln.the event that any such
breach involves solely a failure by the USR Companies to make
monthly payments as required herein (in which case it is understood
and agreed that the Staff may take such other legal actions against
the USR Companies as the Staff may then deem to be appropriate
including, without limitation, the right to resort immediately to
a court of law in a collection action, and the USR Companies hereby
waive any right they may have to seek an administrative remedy in
connection therewith). In this regard, SLC and the USR Companies
further consent to the entry of a Judgment providing (a) that the
license expiration, revocation, suspension, or license renewal
denials and any decommissioning order which the Staff may issue
upon expiration, revocation or suspension of the Licenses (if such
order does not contain terms which are more restrictive or
burdensome than those contained in the decommissioning order of
February 7, 1992, and/or any NRC regulations which may then be in
place) shall be deemed to be immediately effective in such event,
with no right to or opportunity for hearing in connection
therewith, subject only to the USR Companies' right to contest the
NRC's jurisdiction over those Companies as set forth in

i
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Uaragraub. 1n and IS herein, and (b) that any amounts required
hereunder, ahther deposited or undeposited in the trust fund or
escrow account established pursuant to this Agreement, or otherwise
unpaid as specified herein, shall be due and payable immediately in
the event of a material breach hereof (except that amounts required
to be paid by SIC shall not be due and payable immediately in the
-event of a breach by the tSR Companiem alone), and shall be treated
as funds set aside to partially satisfy regulatory requirements
established by the U. S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission to protect
the health and safety of the public from an ongoing and continuing
threat.

22. It is understood and agreed that this Agreement is
contingent upon (a) notification of SLC by the Staff that it has
completed its review of and is prepared to act favorably upon SLCs
license renewal application, consistent with the terms of this
Agreement, and (b) prior approval by the Atomic Safety and
Licensing Board.

23. This Agreement shall be binding upon the heirs, legal
representatives, successors and assigns of the corporate entities
that are parties hereto.
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IN WITNESS WREREOF, we met our hand and seal this day of
August, 1994.

For Safety Light Corporation,
and Metreal, Inc.:

/s/ C. RiChter White 10/16/94

C. Richter white, President

For USR Industries, Inc.,
USR Metals, Inc.,
USR Chemical Products, Inc.,
USR Lighting, Inc., and
U.S. Natural Resources, Inc.:

1s/ Ralph T. McElvenny, Jr.

Ralph T. McElvenny, Jr., Chairman

For the NRC Staff:

/s/ Robert M. Bernero 10/14/94

Robert M. Bernero, Director
Office of Nuclear Material Safety

and Safeguards

Attachment: Form of Trust
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ATTACHMENT 3

History of the Safety Light Bloomsburg, Pennsylvania site.

Our knowledge of the history of the site is based on the information contained in the files of the
NRC (and also the U.S. Atomic Energy Commission) and from personal discussions with a
variety of individuals. The following is a chronology of the principle events which occurred at
the Bloomsburg site.

1948 First use of radioactive material at Bloomsburg site. Relocation of
U.S. Radium operation from Brooklyn to Bloomsburg and disposal of
radium at Bloomsburg. During World War II this was a toy factory.

Sometime between 1948 and 1951 U.S. Radium constructs one or two
underground silos for disposal of radioactive waste.

1951 U.S. Radium begins use of strontium-90.

March 16, 1956

June 20, 1956

August 7, 1956

Sept 10, 1958

UN 37-00030-01 issued; authorized 1 curie of actinium-227.

UN 37-00030-02 issued; authorizing any byproduct material with
atomic number 3 through 83 in any form limited only to no more than 25
curies per discrete source for research and development.

UN 37-00030-01 terminated.

UN 37-00030-02 renewed.

A 1959 AEC inspection report describes how liquid radioactive wastes
were released into the canal on site and subsequently drained through
the ground into the Susquehanna River. It is likely that this disposal
method resulted in contamination of the soil under and around the
canal.

In 1960 U.S. Radium began to take steps to characterize the
radioactivity in the canal and to reduce the concentration of radioactivity
in canal water by precipitating the radioactive material out of the
solution.

May 17, 1961

May 8, 1963

May 27, 1965

April 26, 1967

October 17, 1967

UN 37-00030-02 renewed.

In early 1961 U.S. Radium completed a new low level radioactive waste
treatment facility. This facility resulted in cessation of liquid radioactive
waste directly to the canal.

UN 37-00030-02 renewed.

UN 37-00030-02 renewed.

UN 37-00030-02 renewed.

AEC memorandum documenting loss of approximately 3 curies of
Americium-241 at U.S. Radium facility.
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In 1969 U.S. Radium ceased using, for production purposes, all
licensed materials except tritium. U.S. Radium submitted an
application for a new license to authorize the production using tritium
and asked that the existing license (UN 37-00030-02) be renewed to
allow only decontamination of the facility and disposal of radioactive
materials.

April 24, 1969

August 5, 1969

August 5, 1969

July 20, 1970

July 10, 1972

U.S. Radium letter with application. Proposes a new license for
activities other than tritium paint application and renewal of
UN 37-00030-02 until 9/30/69 (expired 5/31/69) to allow for
decontamination and disposal.

UN 37-00030-08 issued.

UN 37-00030-02 is renewed for 1 year and authorized use is changed
to "Decontamination, clean-up and disposal of equipment and facilities
previously used for research, development, and processing under this
license."

UN 37-00030-02 renewed for 2 years.

In June 1972 there was a flood which covered the canal area, the silos
and the liquid waste treatment building. This flood may have caused
radioactive contamination to be spread to different areas of the site.

UN 37-00030-02 renewed for 5 years.

In June 1977 U.S. Radium began the process to renew
UN 37-00030-02. The application did not provide details regarding the
Corporation's plans for characterizing or remediating the Bloomsburg
site. In the June 9, 1978 letter, the NRC makes it clear that it wants
greater detail regarding U.S. Radium's plans and schedule for carrying
out these activities. Only when U.S. Radium provided specific plans for
characterizing and remediating the site, along with a schedule for
accomplishing these activities, does the NRC renew the license. The
renewed license contains both a requirement to perform specified
activities and to provide NRC with a schedule for future activities.

License Renewal Application for UN 37-00030-02.

U.S. Radium renewal application for UN 37-00030-08.

UN 37-00030-02 renewed requiring that specified decontamination and
characterization activities take place and that "A report of status and
schedule of work for the 12 months [sic] period commencing July 1
shall be submitted not later [sic] than July 1."

June 7, 1977

April 5, 1978

January 25, 1979

-2-
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U.S. Radium began to take a number of steps which appear to be in
response to the requirement to characterize and decontaminate the
site. These include obtaining information from past employees
concerning the radiological condition of the site and employing
consultants to evaluate the radiological and hydrological condition of
the site.

January 1979

May 16, 1980

August 1980

Dec 19, 1980

January 21, 1981

March 31, 1982

January 6, 1983

January 20, 1983

According to documents filed by U.S. Radium with the SEC, Metreal,
Inc. was formed as a subsidiary of U.S. Radium, at this time, with its
only asset being the contaminated land at Bloomsburg.

In May of 1980, U.S. Radium begins a series of corporate restructuring,
which resulted in the transformation of its Nuclear Division first into a
wholly owned subsidiary corporation and then, following a sale, into an
independent company with separate management (Safety Light
Corporation). The NRC was unaware of the restructuring until 1983
when this matter was discussed during a routine inspection. No
notification of the restructuring or the sale was made to the NRC by
U.S. Radium or Safety Light Corporation, although the NRC was
informed of an apparently simple name change in 1981.

Agreement between USR and U.S. Radium to merge. The NRC is
unaware of this transaction.

U.S. Radium reorganizes. The Nuclear Division which is responsible for
the operation of the Bloomsburg site becomes Safety Light
Corporation, a wholly-owned subsidiary of USR Industries. The NRC is
unaware of this transaction.

Letter from Jack Miller requesting name change of U.S. Radium to
Safety Light Corporation. Nothing is said about the corporate
restructuring in August 1980, which resulted in the creation of a wholly-
owned subsidiary which at this time controlled the licensed activities at
the Bloomsburg site.

Letter from Safety Light Corporation stating name change to Safety
Light Corporation and clarifying address.

UN 37-00030-08 amended to incorporate contingency plans and name
changed to Safety Light Corporation.

UN 37-00030-08 renewed.

UN 37-00030-02 amended to change name to Safety Light
Corporation.

-3-
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Nov 11, 1983

January27, 1984

April 1, 1984

August 9, 1 984

In 1983, the NRC, during a routine inspection at the Bloomsburg site,
determines that the licensed operation had been sold to several of its
employees. The NRC believes, based on discussions with Jack Miller,
Safety Light Corporation President during this inspection, that (1), the
U.S. Radium Corporation split into two entities, Safety Light
Corporation, the former Nuclear Division, and USR Metals, which
constitutes the remainder of the U.S. Radium Corporation and that
(2),the Safety Light Corporation was then sold to several of its
employees. When the NRC received this information, it became
concerned about the impact of this on the financial responsibility for the
ultimate decontamination of the site and requested information on this
matter and on the reorganization itself. The NRC also requested the
licensee's current plans for scheduling the decontamination of the site.
In Jack Miller's reply, he states that there were no organizational
changes associated with the 1980 name change from U.S. Radium to
Safety Light Corporation.

Licensee responds to requests for details regarding sale of Safety Light
Corporation and refers back to the January 21, 1981 name change
amendment submittal and further states that there were no
organizational changes made due to the name change.

Licensee submits application for renewal of UN 37-00030-02.

Licensing responsibility for UN 37-00030-02 and 37-00030-08
transferred to Region I.

Materials Licensing Branch responds to Region I and provides
suggested letter to USR informing them that they may be liable for site
cleanup.

In 1986, the NRC begins an inspection which initially focuses on the
licensee's apparent inability to dispose of radioactive wastes generated
by its tritium production. However, as part of this continuing inspection,
the NRC observed that a sign at the site indicated that the Metreal
Corporation apparently controlled the contaminated land at the site and
that USR Metals personnel were working in buildings at the site which
were contaminated with radioactive materials. The NRC requested
information from the licensee regarding the ownership of land and the
location of different firms personnel at the site.

After receiving the information provided by Safety Light Corporation
regarding the site contamination, ownership, and occupancy, the NRC
again sought clarification of the relationships among the various
corporations with apparent interests in the Bloomsburg facility and the
role each would play in the cleanup of that site and requested additional
information from the licensee.

Dec 31, 1987 Licensee submits application for renewal of UN 37-00030-08

-4-
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April 20,1988

June 24, 1988

February 7, 1992

December 28,
1994

September 5,
1998

November 5, 1998

February 18, 1999

April 12, 1999

August 23, 1999

September 29,
1999

October 1999

Letter providing the findings of Inspection 86-01 sent to all successors
of U.S. Radium Corporation, including Safety Light Corporation and
USR. This letter included a request for additional information about the
sale and apparent violation of 10 CFR 30.34(b).

Licensee and USR respond to request for information.

Denial of renewal requests for UN 37-00030-02 and UN 37-00030-08.

Settlement Agreement approved by ASLB and UN 37-00030-02 and
UN 37-00030-08 renewed (1/3/95).

Licensee's Site Characterization Plan submitted to NRC

Licensee's Decontamination and Decommissioning (D&D) Plan
submitted to the NRC.

Licensee submits application for renewal of UN 37-00030-02 (with a
request for exemption from financial assurance requirements).

Licensee submits application for renewal of UN 37-00030-08 (with a
request for exemption from financial assurance requirements).

Licensee submits Work Plan, Health and Safety Plan, and Radiation
Protection Plan for silo remediation work.

NRC issues amendment to License No. 37-00030-02 authorizing
underground silo remediation in accordance with the D&D Plan and the
Health & Safety Plan.

Licensee begins underground silo remediation.
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